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PROJECT CONTACT INFORMATION 

CALL: 513.287.2130 
EMAIL: CentCorridorPipeline@duke-energy.com 
VISIT: duke-energy.com/CentralCorridor  

Impact
Highpoint Park 

Station
Norwood Station

Noise - Intermittent during daytime   
hours (several weeks, weekdays only)

 

Noise - Continuous for
15-20 hours straight (1 weekday)

 

Noise - Continuous during daytime 
hours (11 days)

 

Overhead Lights (weekdays)  

Truck Traffic (several weeks)  

Lane Closure on E. Seymour Ave. 
(daytime, one week)



NEIGHBORHOOD IMPACTS EXPECTED

Construction on the Central Corridor Pipeline, which runs 
approximately 13 miles from the Highpoint Park Station in 
Sharonville to the C350 Norwood Station in Cincinnati, began in 
March and is nearly complete. As a final step, the pipeline must 
go through a lengthy and rigorous cleaning and testing process to 
ensure it is ready for operation. 

The cleaning and testing process will begin in mid-December and 
last through early February. There will not be any work taking 
place during the holidays nor the last week of the year.  The work 
involves:

• Running a robotic cleaning tool through the entire line several 
times to scrub the pipeline walls to make sure there is no dirt or 
debris inside the line. This will take 2-3 days. Work will occur 
during daytime hours. Noise will be noticeable around Norwood 
Station and Highpoint Park Station.

• Pushing water through the line with hydro jets to flush any dirt 
and debris that was knocked loose during the cleaning step. 
This phase will take 15-18 hours straight and will be noisy near 
the Norwood Station. Then, the water will rest in the line for 
2-3 days (no noise during the water resting step).

• After the water rests in the pipe, it will be drained/emptied. 
This will take 18-20 hours straight and noise will be noticeable 
near the Highpoint Park Station.

• Finally, the pipeline will be dried out with high-powered drying 
equipment that will run up to 11 days during daytime hours 
(7 a.m.-7 p.m.). Noise from this step will be noticeable near 
Norwood Station as well as Highpoint Park Station.

We will be using various sound-muffling measures at both stations 
to help reduce the noise disruptions to the adjacent neighborhoods. 
Other neighborhood impacts could include increased truck traffic 
entering/exiting the two stations, overhead work lights (aimed away 
from the Villages of Daybreak neighborhood), and temporary lane 
closures on E. Seymour Avenue as pipe is installed across the road. 

We know this final part of the project will be disruptive. We 
apologize in advance and ask for your patience. It is a critical 
step of getting the pipeline ready for operation and there is no 
alternative way to clean and test the line. We are working hard to 
make residents, businesses and community leaders aware of these 
temporary impacts. We expect to have the pipeline fully operational 
in February 2022.

POSSIBLE NEIGHBORHOOD IMPACTS 
BY LOCATION

HIGHPOINT PARK STATION IN SHARONVILLE

NORWOOD STATION IN CINCINNATI


